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First row (from left to right)  
 
Image 1 
Alt- tag: A white woman smiles as she carries a big dog on her back. 
Expanded description: In front of a black and dark blue background, a white woman with white 
hair is wearing a red dress with a curved glittering gold pattern on it and red blazer with gold star 
pattern on it. She is smiling and carrying a big white and brown dog on her back. The dog’s 
head rests on her right shoulder.  
 
Image 2  
Alt- tag: A white, female aerialist with no legs holding herself aloft on hanging silks. 
Expanded description:  A woman, Jen Bricker-Bauer, who is an aerialist with no legs, is holding 
onto crimson colored silks with her right hand and her left hand extended to point outwards. She 
is white woman with long, dark brown hair and wearing a black bodysuit. In the image, it 
appears she is conducting the stunt outdoors, with the blue sky and clouds shown in the 
background. 
 
 
Image 3  
Alt- tag: A male clown and a female clown who hold a paint brush and a bucket with paint are 
standing in a white room. 
Expanded description: In a pure white room, a female clown and a male clown are standing 
looking directly at us. The female clown has brown hair in a high ponytail, and is wearing a tight 
white and black shirt, a pink and white skirt, a pair of pink and light grey stockings, and a pair of 
gray shoes. She is smiling. While her head is turned to her right, she is standing facing the male 
clown at her side, holding a paintbrush in her right hand and a bucket filled with paint in her left 
hand. The male clown is staring front with his two hands held straight down at his sides. He is 
wearing a white shirt with a pink heart pattern on it, a large red tie, a white and black vest with 
the same pink heart pattern on it, black loose pants with a pink heart pattern on it, and a pair of 
dark brown shoes.  
 
 
Second row (from left to right) 
 
Image 1  
Alt- tag: A white man is hanging sideways on a pole like a human flag. 
Expanded description: A white man wearing green overalls, is doing a calisthenics move called 
the human flag pole. His hands and arms are spread out into a V shape as he grabs a pole 
which is upright, and the rest of his body is horizontal. His body is suspended in the air and his 
feet are pointed outward. He has light brown hair that is sleek and combed to the side. The 
background is black.   



 

 
Image 2  
Alt- tag: Two black performers wearing colorful clothes stand side by side.  
Expanded description: Two black artists, ringmaster Johnathan Lee Iverson and poet Brandon 
Kazen Maddox are side by side in the image. Johnathan is wearing his ringmaster costume 
which is composed of white, red, and black colors. He is wearing a white tophat that has a red 
feather sticking out from its side. He also wears a pair of white pants, a white shirt with a 
patterned layer and red bowtie,  a bright red tailcoat with white collars, and a small red flower on 
the left breast. Johnathan is gesturing his hand towards Brandon on his left who places their 
hand on Johnathan’s shoulder and their left arm extended upwards. Brandon is wearing a white 
body-hugging top with frills on the sleeves, and a glittering gold vest and black low-rise, skinny 
jeans. In their background are purple and yellow curtains hanging alternatively.  
 
Image 3  
Alt- tag: A black woman is balancing herself on her hands in a white room.  
Expanded description: This is an image of a black woman Shenea Stiletto, with long black hair 
in an ivory colored bodysuit with small rhinestones all over it. There are three handstand canes 
for the hand balancing performer, and she is balancing on her right hand one of them while 
extending her legs in a split and holding her right foot with her left hand. In the background are 3 
candles on the floor, large windows with thin white draping curtains, and we also see a small 
portion of a white couch or chair. 
 
Third row (from left to right) 
 
Image 1  
Alt- tag: A white woman artist is performing hula hoop dance on the stage. 
Expanded description: A white woman artist is twirling many hula hoops around her on a stage. 
She is wearing a costume -- a black and red dress top with short leggings and a pair of black 
and red tall boots. She holds her right hand aloft spinning three hula hoops on it, as she 
continues to twirl several more hula hoops on her legs, waist and neck. 
 
Image 2  
Alt- tag: A white woman artist performs a headstand on an aerial swing.  
Expanded description: In front of a starry black and blue colored background with blue smoke, a 
white woman artist wearing a white, blue and red tight costume is performing a headstand on an 
aerial swing. Her two arms are extended downwards beneath her as her legs are held in an 
open split to either side above her. 
 
Image 3  
Alt- tag: A white man artist is standing on a big iron structure made of many metal rings.  
Expanded description: A white man artist wearing a silver vest and a silver pants stands on a 
big iron structure which he also clasps in his right hand. The structure is almost two or three 
times the height of the man, and is made of many interconnected metal bars and rings. In the 



 

background we see a large metal cage in the shape of a globe, and the room is shown with a 
starry red and silver lighting. 
 
 
 
Fourth row (from left to right) 
 
Image 1  
Alt- tag: The picture is taken from above, showing a white female clown and a white male clown 
holding and pushing each other. 
Expanded description: The picture is taken from above the people shown in a white room. A 
white female clown and a white male clown are standing on the ground. The female clown is 
looking up while pushing the face of the male clown with two hands. The male clown is leaning 
the upper portion of his body away, with a scared face expression. His right hand holds the 
female clown around her waist, as his left hand is extended away from his side. The female 
clown with a high ponytail is wearing a tight white and black shirt, a pink and white skirt, a pair of 
pink and light grey stockings, and a pair of gray shoes. The male clown is wearing a white shirt 
and large red tie, a white and black vest with a pink heart pattern on it and suspenders, black 
pants and a pair of dark brown shoes.  
 
 
Image 2  
Alt- tag: A man artist is performing a diablo act on a stage. 
Expanded description: On a stage, a man artist wears a black T-shirt, a gray jacket with blue 
and black sleeves, and grey and black pants. He is performing a diablo act, which is when two 
wooden sticks connected by a stringspins and balance large yo-yo shaped toys. The man is 
standing on one leg, as one of the toys rests on the string in front of him while he gazes at the 
second toy aloft in the air above. 
 
Image 3  
Alt- tag: Four black men on unicycles are riding on a basketball court.  
Expanded description: Four black men are riding “unicycles”, single-wheel bicycles, in a circus 
ring, in front of brightly colored blue and yellow curtains. The two nearest men are wearing the 
same red team uniforms and clasp each other's hands while riding in a circle. Above them is a 
basketball hoop. The third, and a barely visible fourth man, are deeper into the court on the 
viewers left. They are wearing blue team uniforms and riding in the same circular motion.  
 
 
 
 


